SIMPLE, FUN AND JUST 4 MINUTES!

FITQUEST BIA

FitQuest brings full biomechanical technology
to everyone with an easy-to-use interface that
measures human performance over 9 parameters
to provide an overall ﬁtness assessment we call FQ.

FitQuest’s newest machine includes the
introduction of body composition analysis using
bioelectrical impendence analysis (BIA).
FitQuest BIA can determine body fat and muscle
percentage as well as a user’s hydration levels
through small, varying electrical currents.

FITQUEST TASKS
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Body fat, muscle
mass & hydration
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MADE BY SPECIALISTS IN
HUMAN PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
Developed by MIE Medical Research from over
30 years experience of supporting some of the
world’s leading universities & sports scientists,
reﬁned with observations of over 42,000 users.
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FITQUEST FOR GYM MEMBERS
Members can measure their ﬁtness in a quick and
easy way, and view trends of personal improvement
to know which areas to focus their training on.
Personalised programming supports members to
achieve improvements in key areas in a short space
of time supporting them towards achieving their
long-term goals.

FITQUEST FOR PERSONAL TRAINERS

FITQUEST USER FEEDBACK
PERSONAL TRAINER TOOLS
FQscore is an easy and effective way to track
client progress online. It helps demonstrate the
value of personal training by showing measurable
improvement and results. This tool enables PTs to
tailor exercises and programmes based on their
client’s capabilities and results.

Recruit new clients for personal training by providing
a tool for interacting with members and highlighting
key areas for focused training, ensuring your
member’s exercise prescription meets their goals.

MEMBERS WHO FOUND
FITQUEST EASY TO USE

MEMBERS WHO WOULD
RECOMMEND
FITQUEST TO A FRIEND

MEMBERS WHO SAID
FITQUEST HELPED WITH
ACHIEVING GOALS

81%

97%

90%

FITQUEST FOR GYM OPERATORS
Integrate FitQuest with
your existing membership
systems and web based
portals and improve
member engagement with
personalised, relevant and
focused communication.

FitQuest is an easy to use solution to support
members to improve their ﬁtness. User and
operator feedback has been consistently positive
with regard to ease of use, recommendations to
friends and goal achievement.

SEE

MEMBER ENGAGEMENT
Outside the club members can review and share
their progress and trends on any internet enabled
device. FQscore can send personal and relevant
messages of encouragement to help inspire and
motivate your members to continue their ﬁtness
journey.

MEMBER
ENGAGEMENT

IMPROVE!

DATA DRIVEN DECISION MAKING

www.mieﬁtquest.com

Gain insights about your members and identify
commercial opportunities using our management
dashboard and analytics services. Operators
can also log in to track trainer engagement with
members and compare across multiple sites to
identify best practices.

www.mieﬁtquest.com

